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Wilde Writings Sep 28 2019 Featuring thirteen original essays that examine Wilde's achievements
as an aesthete, critic, dramatist, novelist, and poet, this provocative and ground-breaking volume
ushers the field of Oscar Wilde studies into the twenty-first century.
When Love Commands Dec 12 2020 The New York Times–bestselling third book in Jennifer Wilde’s
acclaimed trilogy takes Marietta Danver to the dazzling palaces of imperial Russia, on a dangerous
quest for passion, redemption, and love Marietta Danver is on her way to London to reunite with
the man she loves when her coach crashes. She awakens ten days later in a village inn under the
care of Lucie Orlov and her uncle. Tall, mesmerizingly handsome Count Gregory Orlov was
Catherine the Great’s uncrowned emperor and one of the most powerful men in the realm—until
the possessive, wildly jealous empress banished her lover from the court. Marietta too has been
betrayed. Jeremy Bond has left the city—with another woman and all of Marietta’s money.
Heartbroken, with nowhere else to turn, she takes the position of companion to Lucie and travels
with the Orlovs back to Russia. At their lavish country estate in St. Petersburg, she becomes
trapped in a different kind of prison. Caught up in the dangerous intrigues of the imperial court,
she fights for her freedom and her life—and a love she’ll move heaven and earth to claim. The
Marietta Danver Trilogy also includes Love’s Tender Fury and Love Me, Marietta.
Oscar Wilde and Myself Aug 20 2021
Dare to Love Sep 01 2022 In New York Times–bestselling author Jennifer Wilde’s sensually riveting
historical romance, a young lady betrayed by her first love scandalizes society by becoming one of
the world’s most celebrated dancers and desirable women When dashing soldier and diplomat
Brence Stephens rescues Mary Ellen Lawrence from a band of ruffians on the Cornish moors, a
rare passion is ignited in their hearts. Yet when she needs him most, Brence abandons her. With
the wild blood of her gypsy father running through her veins, Mary Ellen vows to someday pay him
back as she travels to London, where she is determined to become the greatest ballerina in Europe.
It’s a promise she won’t keep. She possesses something rarer than talent: star quality. Reborn as
the fiery Elena Lopez, Mary Ellen dazzles the most powerful and celebrated men with her sultry
performances. From princes to heads of state, her conquests include amorous composer Franz Liszt
and Parisian literary lion Alexandre Dumas. But even as destiny carries her from the capitals of
Europe to California’s golden hills, Mary Ellen knows that only one man, the elusive, darkly
compelling Brence, can satisfy the wild longings in her heart.
Wilde Like Me Oct 02 2022 THE NUMBER 1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER! 'Warm and engaging'
Sophie Kinsella 'I'm smitten' Lindsey Kelk 'Gorgeous, witty, reassuring' Daisy Buchanan 'Funny,
heartfelt, tender and empowering!' Giovanna Fletcher 'Hilarious, moving and extremely well

written' Stylist Magazine You'll never forget the day you meet Robin Wilde! Robin Wilde is an
awesome single mum. She's great at her job. Her best friend Lacey and bonkers Auntie Kath love
her and little Lyla Blue to the moon and back. From the outside, everything looks just fine. But
behind the mask she carefully applies every day, things sometimes feel . . . grey. And lonely. After 4
years (and 2 months and 24 days!) of single-mum-dom, it's time for Robin Wilde to Change. Her.
Life! A little courage, creativity and help from the wonderful women around her go a long way. And
Robin is about to embark on quite an adventure . . . This is what you've been saying about Wilde
Like Me: 'LOVE this book. It made me laugh and cry' 'Adored this book. Couldn't put it down' 'Robin
Wilde is an amazing character and everyone should read this book!' 'I'm dying to know what
happens next with Robin' 'A great pick-me-up book' 'This book made me feel so, so good!'
'Relatable, sad, funny and sweet' 'I loved it so much I passed it on to my mum' 'Anyone can relate to
Robin' 'If I could give it more than 5 stars I would!' SPEND YOUR EVENINGS WITH ROBIN WILDE
AND FALL IN LOVE WITH THIS YEAR'S HOTTEST BOOK! Can't wait to read more from Louise
Pentland? Look out for her new non-fiction book, MumLife: What Nobody Ever Tells You About
Being A Mum. Search 9781788702928. #WildeLikeMe #WildeAboutTheGirl @LouisePentland
For Love of the King: A Burmese Masque Nov 30 2019
Classical Culture and Modern Masculinity Jan 31 2020 For nineteenth-century thinkers in Germany
and Britain, who looked to Greece as the acme of past civilization, the Greeks' enjoyment of
pederasty presented a problem. Daniel Orrells's study explores the way in which this awkward
issue was negotiated.
THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY (The Original 1890 'Uncensored' Edition & The Revised 1891
Edition) Oct 10 2020 The Picture of Dorian Gray, the only novel by Oscar Wilde, was first published
in 1890. A substantially revised and expanded edition was published in April 1891. For the new
edition, Wilde revised the content of the novel's existing chapters, divided the final chapter into two
chapters, and created six entirely new additional chapters. Whereas the original edition of the
novel contains 13 chapters, the revised edition of the novel contains 20 chapters. The 1891 version
was expanded from 13 to 20 chapters, but also toned down, particularly in some of its overt
homoerotic aspects. Also, chapters 3, 5, and 15 to 18 are entirely new in the 1891 version, and
chapter 13 from the first edition is split in two (becoming chapters 19 and 20). The novel tells of a
young man named Dorian Gray, the subject of a painting by artist Basil Hallward. Dorian is selected
for his remarkable physical beauty, and Basil becomes strongly infatuated with Dorian, believing
that his beauty is responsible for a new mode of art. The Picture of Dorian Gray is considered one
of the last works of classic gothic horror fiction with a strong Faustian theme. It deals with the
artistic movement of the decadents, and homosexuality, both of which caused some controversy
when the book was first published. However, in modern times, the book has been referred to as
"one of the modern classics of Western literature. Oscar Wills Wilde (1854 – 1900) was an Irish
writer and poet. After writing in different forms throughout the 1880s, he became one of London's
most popular playwrights in the early 1890s. Today he is remembered for his epigrams, his only
novel (The Picture of Dorian Gray), his plays and poetry, and the circumstances of his imprisonment
and early death.
Love With a Perfect Cowboy Apr 27 2022 New York Times bestselling author Lori Wilde returns to
Cupid, Texas, and asks the question: Do you ever forget your first love? Melody Spencer had longago wiped the dust of Cupid, Texas, off her cute shoes . . . and done her best to forget the chiseled
jaw and strong arms of cowboy Luke Spencer. Their families might be part of a long-time feud, but
he was her very first love, even if it turned out they never wanted the same things. But now Luke's
come striding back into her life, tempting her with the memories of long, lazy evenings and hot,
passionate kisses. And he has an ulterior motive—as Mayor of Cupid, he knows Melody's business
savvy can help save their beloved hometown. His smooth talking might get her to Texas, but that
doesn't mean he'll get her in his bed. Still, people do say love can be more perfect the second time
around . . .

After the First Taste of Love Jun 05 2020 In high school, Nick Torres and Angelo del Valle were
inseparable, outsiders who found strength in friendship. The bond between the gay, mixed-race
teens turned isolation into brotherhood. Overachieving loner Angelo became "big bro," looking out
for cocky, mischievous "little bro" Nick. But everything changed when Nick fell in love and moved
away. Angelo tried to be happy for his dear friend, seeking solace in his college studies and a lonely
string of one night stands. Then, one late night two years later, Angelo's phone rings. Nick is back
in town, and he needs his big bro's help. Nick's dream life has become a nightmare, and he's come
to the one person he could always trust for shelter. But when Nick looks to Angelo for more than
brotherly affection, Angelo is left to wonder if Nick's feelings are genuine or an effect of his trauma.
And if those feelings are genuine, Angelo must then decide if his own feelings for Nick have grown
into something deeper as well.
Wilde Women Sep 08 2020 'If you've ever felt like the only person in the world who isn't perfect . .
. this is what you need to read' Daisy Buchanan Meet Robin Wilde: mum, newly-appointed official
girlfriend, make-up artist extraordinaire and general plate-spinning, life-juggling, balance-seeking
badass. Or so she likes to think. Everything seems to be slotting into place, not just for Robin but
for her close-knit little world of friends and family too. Yet despite all that, she still feels like she's
blagging it. Although things seem pretty great on paper, cracks are beginning to show. Robin's best
friend Lacey is struggling to bond with her baby, her Auntie Kath suddenly seems distant and her
daughter Lyla is finding it hard to adapt to having a man in their lives. For once everybody is
depending on Robin, but the pressure is mounting and she's starting to feel overwhelmed. So, when
Robin's asked to go to the States for work, it seems like the getaway they all need. Look out New
York, Robin and her girls are on their way! But will the city that never sleeps make or break them?
*** This is what you've been saying about the Robin Wilde books: 'Amazing' 'Had me gripped from
start to end' 'I just loved it so much' 'So real, so relatable, so inspiring' 'Uplifting, touching and very
true to life' 'Witty and heart-warming' Praise for the Robin Wilde books: 'Warm, engaging . . .
[Robin Wilde] is a chatty winning yet poignant heroine' SOPHIE KINSELLA 'I fell in love with Robin
and her family before the end of the first page . . . A fabulous mix of escapism and relatability, this
is a hug of a book' DAISY BUCHANAN 'Wonderfully written and full of humour. Funny, heartfelt,
tender and empowering' GIOVANNA FLETCHER 'Hilarious, moving and extremely well written'
SUNDAY TIMES STYLE 'If it's great big belly laughs you're after, then meet Robin Wilde'
FABULOUS MAGAZINE To be the first to find out all the latest news, join Louise at #WildeWomen
and sign up to her #WildeWednesday newsletter.
Love in a Dark Time Jul 31 2022 A collection of linked essays about homosexual literature
considers its most influential writers of the past two centuries--including Oscar Wilde, Thomas
Mann, James Baldwin, Elizabeth Bishop, Mark Doty, and Thom Gunn--and how many of them were
forced to hide the truth about their private lives. Reprint. 12,500 first printing.
Love's Tender Fury Jan 13 2021 This classic New York Times–bestselling historical romance tells
the enthralling, passionate story of a young English woman who is wrongly convicted of a crime
and auctioned off to the highest bidder in the American colonies Born out of wedlock to a London
barmaid, Marietta Danver yearns to live life to its fullest despite her humble origins. But her
dreams of love and happiness almost die in Newgate Prison, where she is convicted of a crime she
didn’t commit and deported to North America to be sold into indentured servitude. In the wild
Carolinas, Marietta uses her beauty to survive. But in doing so she arouses unruly passions in the
hearts of three men: Derek Hawke, the enigmatic planter who buys Marietta for an outrageous
sum; brash, charming Jeff Rawlins, who sweeps her away to Louisiana; and a gentleman whose
fervor may conceal a violent madness. From New Orleans’ red-light district to a fashionable estate
in Natchez, from the struggles of a life of bondage to the perils of helping to transport slaves to
freedom, Marietta vows to prevail and find a true and lasting love. The Marietta Danver Trilogy also
includes Love Me, Marietta and When Love Commands.
Too Wilde to Wed Nov 22 2021 'Nothing gets me to a bookstore faster than Eloisa James' Julia

Quinn *A New York Times bestseller* Eloisa James's dazzling new Georgian-set series continues
with the Wildest hero them of all . . . The handsome, rakish heir to a dukedom, Lord Roland
Northbridge Wilde - known to his friends as North - left England two years ago, after being jilted by
Miss Diana Belgrave. He returns from war to find that he's notorious: polite society has ruled him
"too wild to wed." Diana never meant to tarnish North's reputation, or his heart, but in her rush to
save a helpless child, there was no time to consider the consequences of working as a governess in
Lindow Castle. Now everyone has drawn the worst conclusions about the child's father, and Diana
is left with bittersweet regret. When North makes it clear that he still wants her for his own,
scandal or no, Diana has to fight to keep from losing her heart to the man whom she still has no
intention of marrying. Yet North is returning a hardened warrior - and this is one battle he's
determined to win. He wants Diana, and he'll risk everything to call her his own. Perfect for fans of
Julia Quinn's Bridgertons and Eloisa's Desperate Duchesses The Wildes of Lindow Castle series:
Wilde in Love Too Wilde to Wed Born to Be Wilde Say No to the Duke Praise for Eloisa James:
'Eloisa James is extraordinary' Lisa Kleypas 'Smart heroines, sensual heroes, witty repartee and a
penchant for delicious romance have made James a fan favorite . . . readers will be hooked from
beginning to end' RT Book Reviews 'Romance writing does not get much better than this' People
'Eloisa James writes with a captivating blend of charm, style, and grace that never fails to leave the
reader sighing and smiling and falling in love' Julia Quinn 'Charming, romantic and unexpectedly
funny' Kirkus 'With her usual wry sense of humour, Shakespearean references, delightful dialogue
and highly heated love scenes, James creates an emotionally powerful romance destined for
readers' keeper shelves' RT Book Review on Too Wilde to Wed 'James elevates historical romance
to sublime new heights through the lithe elegance of her writing, her exceptional gift for creating
richly nuanced characters, and her ability to flawlessly marry potent sensuality with a deliciously
dry sense of humor' Booklist
Quintessential Wilde Mar 03 2020 This volume presents interpretive essays utilizing a variety of
approaches to honor the 160th anniversary of Oscar Wilde’s birth, celebrating the writer’s genius.
This unique collection of scholarship explores a broad spectrum of subjects, including his travels,
sexuality, children’s literature, jail writings, novel, poetry, individualism, masks, homosexuality,
influence on others, and morality. It offers historical, biographical, psychological and sociological
perspectives written by international experts and features a broad spectrum of subjects which will
appeal to a range of scholars seeking original and alternative approaches to understanding Oscar
Wilde, his aesthetics and his influence in a variety of genres in the twenty-first century. The
multiplicity of interest in the writer expands across genres, disciplines, cultures and time.
Quintessential Wilde examines his intellectual strength in “His Worldly Place,” analyzes his
ingenious thoughts in “His Penetrating Philosophy,” and recounts his enduring place in “His
Influential Aestheticism.”
For Love of the King Mar 27 2022 The very interesting and richly coloured masque or pantomimic
play which is here printed in book form for the first time, was invented sometime in 1894 or
possibly a little earlier. It was written, not for publication, but as a personal gift to the author's
friend and friend of his family, Mrs. Chan Toon.
Robbie Ross Jan 01 2020 The remarkable story of Robbie Ross, the young Canadian who first
seduced Oscar Wilde in London, is a tribute to devoted friendship and loyalty in a late Victorian
milieu in which duplicity and subterfuge were more the norm. Ross not only helped Wilde discover
his true nature but also stood by him during the playwright's tempestuous relationship with Lord
Alfred Douglas, the scandal of the subsequent trials and the purgatory of imprisonment with hard
labour. When Wilde was released from jail, Ross was waiting for him in France and endeavoured to
manage his finances. After Wilde's death, as his literary executor, Ross steered the estate out of
debt and worked tirelessly to restore Wilde's shattered reputation and get definitive editions of his
writings in print. But this only brought opprobrium down on Ross's head from a jealous and
vindictive 'Bosie' Douglas, who set out to ruin him. "Fryer is perceptive about the era, its colorful

personalities and perversities." NY Times "Jonathan Fryer should be congratulated for having the
intelligence and humour to... reveal a fascinating minor character and all those great and small
figures around him in their true light." Spectator "Fryer triumphs, offering, in 21st century queer
terms, a popular account of Ross's life." Gay Times
Wilde Like Me Jun 25 2019 'Does anyone else out there feel like me?' Robin Wilde is an awesome
single mum. She's great at her job. Her best friend Lacey and bonkers Auntie Kath love her and
little Lyla to the moon and back. From the outside, everything looks just fine. But Robin has a
secret. Behind the mask she carefully applies every day, things sometimes feel...grey. And lonely.
She struggles to fit in with the school-mum crew. Online dating is despair-inducing, and how can
she give her little girl the very best when, honestly, some days it's hard to find a clean pair of
knickers? After 4 years (and 2 months and 24 days) of single mum-dom, Robin realises it's time to
get out there and Change. Her. Life! A little courage and creativity go a long way, and exciting new
opportunities are soon on the horizon - maybe a man, maybe the chance of a lifetime... Will Robin
seize the possibilities she creates for herself? And what surprises does her life have in store if she
does?
Love in a Dark Time Sep 20 2021 In Love in a Dark Time Colm Toibin looks at the lives and works
of some of the greatest and most influential artists of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. His
subjects range from figures such as Oscar Wilde, born in the 1850s, to Pedro Almodvar, born nearly
one hundred years later. Toibin studies how a changing world impacted the lives of people who, on
the whole, kept their homosexuality hidden, and reveals that the laws of desire changed everything
for them, both in their private lives and in the spirit of their work.
Stoker's Wilde Jul 27 2019 "Historical details and supernatural monsters abound, but it is the odd
couple of Wilde and Stoker, with their diametrically opposed personalities and interesting quirks,
that drives this story. Pass this volume on to readers who are hungry for more historical stories
with a supernatural frame." - Booklist Longlisted for The Guardian's Not the Booker Prize 2019.
Years before either becomes a literary legend, Bram Stoker and Oscar Wilde must overcome their
disdain for one another to battle the Black Bishop, a mysterious madman wielding supernatural
forces to bend the British Empire to his will. With the help of a European vampire expert, a spirited
actress and an American businessman, our heroes fight werewolves, vampires and the chains of
Victorian morality. The fight will take them through dark forests in Ireland, the upper-class London
theater world and Stonehenge, where Bram and Oscar must stop a vampire cult from opening the
gates of Hell. FLAME TREE PRESS is the new fiction imprint of Flame Tree Publishing. Launched
in 2018 the list brings together brilliant new authors and the more established; the award winners,
and exciting, original voices.
On Tour Oct 29 2019 Alli has had almost no say in her life as the only daughter of a wealthy
controlling attorney. She intends to reclaim her life by becoming a runaway bride now that she is
being forced to marry. She had no idea who she would be fleeing to. Cash Being the lead singer of a
well-known band may be arduous. Especially after learning that his fiancee had decided against
monogamy. Cash is now back on the market as one of the most eligible bachelors on the planet. But
he doesn't want any more one-night stands. A chance meeting when they both needed to get away
leads to either the next great love story or one epic heartbreak.
Wilde Child May 17 2021 'Nothing gets me to a bookstore faster than Eloisa James' Julia Quinn The
latest glittering, witty Regency romance from New York Times bestselling author Eloisa James . . .
He wants a prim and proper duchess, not the Wildest of the Wildes! Already notorious for the
golden hair that proves her mother's infidelity, Lady Joan can't seem to avoid scandals, but her
latest escapade may finally ruin her: she's determined to perform the title role of a prince-in
breeches, naturally. She has the perfect model in mind: Thaddeus Erskine Shaw, Viscount
Greywick, a man who scorned the very idea of marrying her. Not that Joan would want such a
dubious honour, of course. For years, Thaddeus has avoided the one Wilde who shakes his
composure, but he's horrified when he grasps the danger Joan's putting herself in. Determined to

keep her safe, he strikes a bargain: after one performance, the lady must return to her father's
castle and marry one of three gentlemen whom he deems acceptable. Not including him, of
course... Perfect for fans of Julia Quinn's Bridgertons and Eloisa's Desperate Duchesses The Wildes
of Lindow Castle series: Wilde in Love Too Wilde to Wed Born to Be Wilde Say No to the Duke
Praise for Eloisa James: 'Eloisa James is extraordinary' Lisa Kleypas 'Smart heroines, sensual
heroes, witty repartee and a penchant for delicious romance have made James a fan favorite . . .
readers will be hooked from beginning to end' RT Book Reviews 'Romance writing does not get
much better than this' People 'Eloisa James writes with a captivating blend of charm, style, and
grace that never fails to leave the reader sighing and smiling and falling in love' Julia Quinn
'Charming, romantic and unexpectedly funny' Kirkus
Indigo Wilde and the Creatures at Jellybean Crescent May 05 2020 Enter the colourful world of
Indigo Wilde and the magical creatures who live at Jellybean Crescent. When a highly dangerous
new arrival goes missing, the race is on to catch it before disaster strikes ... A wonderfully wild new
series for readers of 7+ and fans of Pippi Longstocking and Amelia Fang. 'Vibrant and spectacular'
The Sunday Times Discovered in the Unknown Wilderness when she was just a baby, Indigo Wilde
was adopted by World-Famous Explorers, Philomena and Bertram, who are always off adventuring.
Home for Indigo and her little brother, Quigley, is 47 Jellybean Crescent, a crazy and colourful
house full of magical creatures that her parents have taken in over the years. There's Fishkins, a
purrmaid - half-cat, half-fish, and ALWAYS grumpy; Graham, a llama-corn with a particular taste for
tinsel; Olli and Umpf - bright pink and blue yetis who can't blend in to the snow, and that's to name
just a few of the creatures. And now Indigo's parents have sent another Monster Mail delivery to
Indigo and Quigley. But this time, the box is empty, and the escaped creature is running rampage
around the house. The race is on to catch the creature before it's too late ... First in a new series by
Pippa Curnick, this is gorgeously illustrated in full colour throughout.
The Love Mindset May 29 2022 "For anyone who's tired of feeling angry, depressed, or hurt, this
book is a beacon of hope! The Love Mindset is a guide to healing yourself, no matter how hopeless
and complicated things seem to be." ‒Christina Rasmussen, bestselling author of Second Firsts "As
Vironika shared her own story, I saw pieces of myself and pieces of the people I care about. Many
times the book brought me to tears and I had to put it down. It was like looking in the mirror and
there was a part of me that was used to not looking." ‒Elephant Journal "If I had two words to
describe The Love Mindset, they would be: fresh and powerful. This is because when I read it,
something grabbed hold of me like it was the first time I'd seen a book in 5 years!" ‒Reuben Lowe,
Mindful Creation "Vironika Tugaleva's The Love Mindset is an authentic, brave and beautiful guide
to a more loving self and a more loving world. A great gift of words for anyone searching for the
sacred place of self-acceptance, self-understanding and self-love." ‒Howard Falco, spiritual teacher
and author of I AM: The Power of Discovering Who You Really Are "In the midst of turmoil, this
book comes as a breath of fresh air." ‒Readers' Favorite After a decade-long struggle with mental
distress, addiction, eating disorders, and profound self-hatred, Vironika Tugaleva faced a choice:
change or die. Reluctantly, she chose to change. Nothing could have prepared her for what came
next. Vironika's life as a suffering cynic ended when she found herself having a spiritual awakening.
Drawing from first-hand experience, what Vironika says in this important and timely book isn't
fanciful fluff or indoctrinating dogma. Her approach to healing, love, and spirituality is
unconventional, deep, and refreshingly real. Winner of the Readers' Favorite silver medal for best
self-help book of 2013, The Love Mindset offers a surprisingly simple look at how we can heal our
relationships with ourselves and with each other. If you feel like you're too broken to fix, hold out
your last shred of hope and give Vironika a try. She won't disappoint you. She will teach you about
the power of love, the purpose of life, and the potential of people united. She will show you to
yourself.
Legacies of Love Aug 08 2020 Legacies of Love: A Heritage of Queer Bonding presents a
fascinating study of human relationships through the remarkable love stories of famous gays and

lesbians around the world and throughout history. Winston Wilde, sexologist and psychotherapist
author, examines human bonding patterns using factual case studies of famous same-sex
relationships. Expertly weaving reference and narrative, Wilde shows a spectrum of authentic,
unembellished, and captivating gay and lesbian relationships that defied cultural, generational, and
social barriers. His encyclopedic book covers both well known and surprising same-sex affairs of
renowned figures like Oscar Wilde, Margaret Mead, Rita Mae Brown, Leonardo da Vinci, Alexander
the Great, Freddie Mercury, Lawrence of Arabia, and Danny Kaye. An engaging and thouroughly
researched account of queer bonding, Legacies of Love shatters the false and negative notion that
love is exclusively heterosexual. It is a true gift to LGBT people everywhere who have been denied
the truth of their history of love.
Wilde About The Girl Jul 07 2020 'Hilariously funny with depth and emotion, it's a delightful read'
Heat Magazine Robin Wilde is acing life. After the year from hell, she's pulled herself up and out of
The Emptiness, her love life is ticking along nicely, single motherhood is actually quite fun and she
is ready for whatever life throws at her. When a thrilling opportunity at work arises, Robin is more
than excited to step up and show everyone, including herself, what she's made of. But her best
friend Lacey is increasingly broken-hearted about struggling to conceive, and her daughter Lyla is
starting to come out with some horrible attitudes she's learning from someone at school. Is Auntie
Kath hiding loneliness under her bubbly, loving veneer? And can Robin definitely trust the people
she must depend on in her fab new role? But Robin has her girls. And her girls have got her.
Together they can handle any crisis. Can't they? Life is about to throw quite the curve ball at Robin
Wilde, and she'll need to make some pretty brave choices if she's going to stop everything she cares
about falling apart . . . Get ready for the most hilarious, heart-breaking, uplifting and unforgettable
novel of the year! * * Can't wait to read more from Louise Pentland? Look out for her new nonfiction book, MumLife: What Nobody Ever Tells You About Being A Mum. Search 9781788702928. *
* Have you met Robin Wilde yet? Praise for WILDE LIKE ME: 'Warm and engaging' Sophie Kinsella
'I'm smitten' Lindsey Kelk 'Gorgeous, witty, reassuring' Daisy Buchanan 'Funny, heartfelt, tender
and empowering!' Giovanna Fletcher 'Hilarious, moving and extremely well written' Style Magazine
'If it's great big belly laughs you're after, then meet Robin Wilde' Fabulous Magazine 'This book is a
winner' OK Magazine This is what you've been saying about WILDE LIKE ME: 'LOVE this book. It
made me laugh and cry' 'Adored this book. Couldn't put it down' 'Robin Wilde is an amazing
character and everyone should read this book!' 'I'm dying to know what happens next with Robin'
'A great pick-me-up book' 'This book made me feel so, so good!' 'Relatable, sad, funny and sweet' 'I
loved it so much I passed it on to my mum' 'Anyone can relate to Robin' 'If I could give it more than
5 stars I would!'
All Out of Love Jun 17 2021 From bestselling romance author Lori Wilde comes All Out of Love, the
sizzling second book in her Cupid, Texas, series, set in a town where every wish for love comes
true. Millie Greenway and her friends have tried for years to keep the Cupid legend alive in their
hometown, but she’s not getting much help from her granddaughters. Lace Bettingfield knows the
legend is bogus. As a teen, she left a letter at the Cupid statue and got nothing in return but
humiliation. But now the guy she dreamed of is back in town, Lace begins to wonder if the tale
might just prove to be true. All Out of Love features the humor and heartfelt emotion that fans have
come to expect from the author of The First Love Cookie Club and A Cowboy for Christmas.
Captive Love Jun 29 2022 Leaving her luxurious plantation life behind, Melissa Randall seeks
adventure in the Missouri frontier and finds passion in the arms of rugged Reid Forrester, a virile
man as headstrong as she is
An Ideal Husband Feb 11 2021 "It takes great courage to see the world in all its tainted glory, and
still to love it. And even more courage to see it in the one you love" An Ideal Husband is an 1895
comedic stage play by Oscar Wilde which revolves around blackmail and political corruption, and
touches on the themes of public and private honour. Although Oscar Wilde (1854-1900) created a
wide range of poetry, essays, and fairy tales (and one novel) in his brief, tragic life, he is perhaps

best known as a dramatist. His witty, clever drama, populated by brilliant talkers skilled in the art
of riposte and paradox, are still staples of the theatrical repertoire. The action is set in London, in
"the present," and takes place over the course of twenty-four hours. An Ideal Husband revolves
around a blackmail scheme that forces a married couple to reexamine their moral standards providing, along the way, a wry commentary on the rarity of politicians who can claim to be
ethically pure. A supporting cast of young lovers, society matrons, an overbearing father, and a
formidable femme fatale continually exchange sparkling repartee, keeping the play moving at a
lively pace.
Love and Gaslight Dec 24 2021 "...one of those rare books that cut you and heal you at the same
time... Buy the book. You won't regret it." -Elison, author of The Evolution of Love "part-poetic
journey, part-survival guide through love, loss and finding yourself again...a haunting story of
survival...A powerful read." -Rocky Rivera, emcee and author "...the perfect poetic orgasm!" -Mpho,
host of Journey With Mpho Podcast "Raw, poignant-and, ultimately, healing" -Trista Hendren,
creatrix of Girl God Books More than a poetry book, Love and Gaslight is a story. Divided into five
chapters, it sparks with one woman's decision to leave an unhappy relationship. Her choice begins
a painful unraveling. Poem by poem, she searches for lost innocence and unpalatable truth. She is a
sexual assault survivor reclaiming her body. She is an immigrant climbing into the home-sized hole
in her heart. She is an adult comforting her inner child. She is a woman questioning the social
conditioning that governs her freedom. Love and Gaslight is raw, political, and transgressive. It's
edgy, feminist, and relevant. Most importantly, it's honest. You will feel it. Whether it makes you
feel sad, glad, or attacked, it will also make you feel brave enough to speak your truth.
Love Me, Marietta Jan 25 2022 The spellbinding New York Times–bestselling sequel to Love’s
Tender Fury follows Marietta Danver as she is captured by pirates in the Caribbean and caught
once again between the desires of three very different, passionate men After surviving harrowing
twists of fate, Marietta Danver has finally overcome her hardscrabble past. Soon she will be the
wife of Lord Derek Hawke, the English aristocrat who fought for his legacy and is about to reclaim
his beloved ancestral estate. But in New Orleans, Marietta meets rakish, indigo-eyed Jeremy Bond,
who both attracts and intrigues her. Then, on the eve of her voyage back to England, Marietta once
more becomes the prisoner of a cruel and capricious destiny. A shocking act of violence shatters
her romantic dreams. A prisoner on the high seas, she’s now at the mercy of the seductive and
ruthless pirate Red Nick. It is here, on an island far from civilization, where she will again meet
Jeremy Bond—a man who will risk his life over and over for the woman he loves. The Marietta
Danver Trilogy also includes Love’s Tender Fury and When Love Commands.
Back in the Game Feb 23 2022 New York Times bestselling author Lori Wilde welcomes you to
Stardust, Texas . . . where dreams come true and love is always right around the corner Wanted:
ghostwriter. Must be female, a baseball fan, and have a great pair of legs. Ex-pitcher Rowdy
Blanton never saw a woman he couldn't conquer or a team he couldn't beat. And now that he's off
the field he's ready to tell all about when he played the field. So he chooses Breeanne Carlyle to do
the job—she's got the requirements, but more important, there's something about her that makes
him want to be a better man. Convinced there's more to Rowdy than a good fastball, a wicked
smile, and a tight pair of pants, Breeanne can't help but be tempted. After all, it's boring always
being the good girl, and Rowdy dares her to be just a little bad. The stakes are high, but win or
lose, this time Breeanne's breaking all the rules playing the game of love.
Wilde in Love Nov 03 2022 'Nothing gets me to a bookstore faster than Eloisa James' Julia Quinn,
Sunday Times bestselling author of the Bridgerton series The first book in Eloisa James's dazzling
new series set in the Georgian period glows with her trademark wit and charm. Things are about to
get Wilde . . . Lord Alaric Wilde, son of the Duke of Lindow, is the most celebrated man in England,
revered for his dangerous adventures and rakish good looks. Arriving home from years abroad, he
has no idea of his own celebrity until his boat is met by mobs of screaming ladies. Alaric escapes to
his father's castle, but just as he grasps that he's not only famous but notorious, he encounters the

very private, very witty, Willa Ffynche. Willa presents the façade of a serene young lady to the
world. Her love of books and bawdy jokes is purely for the delight of her intimate friends. She
wants nothing to do with a man whose private life is splashed over every newspaper. Alaric has
never met a woman he wanted for his own . . . until he meets Willa. He's never lost a battle. But a
spirited woman like Willa isn't going to make it easy . . . Perfect for fans of Julia Quinn's
Bridgertons and Eloisa's Desperate Duchesses The Wildes of Lindow Castle series: Wilde in Love
Too Wilde to Wed Born to Be Wilde Say No to the Duke Say Yes to the Duke Wilde Child Praise for
Eloisa James 'Eloisa James is extraordinary' Lisa Kleypas 'Eloisa James writes with a captivating
blend of charm, style, and grace that never fails to leave the reader sighing and smiling and falling
in love' Julia Quinn 'Smart heroines, sensual heroes, witty repartee and a penchant for delicious
romance have made James a fan favorite . . . readers will be hooked from beginning to end' RT
Book Reviews 'Romance writing does not get much better than this' People 'Charming, romantic
and unexpectedly funny' Kirkus
Born to be Wilde Nov 10 2020 'Nothing gets me to a bookstore faster than Eloisa James' Julia
Quinn Eloisa James's dazzling new Georgian-set series continues . . . The richest bachelor in
England plays matchmaker . . . for an heiress he wants for himself! For beautiful, witty Lavinia
Gray, there's only one thing worse than having to ask the appalling Parth Sterling to marry her:
being turned down by him. Now the richest bachelor in England, Parth is not about to marry a
woman as reckless and fashion-obsessed as Lavinia; he's chosen a far more suitable bride. But
when he learns of Lavinia's desperate circumstances, he offers to find her a husband. Even better,
he'll find her a prince. As usual, there's no problem Parth can't fix. But the more time he spends
with the beguiling Lavinia, the more he finds himself wondering . . . Why does the woman who's
completely wrong feel so right in his arms? The third book in New York Times bestselling Eloisa
James's new series, the Wildes of Lindow Castle, is perfect for fans of Julia Quinn's Bridgertons and
Eloisa's Desperate Duchesses The Wildes of Lindow Castle series: Wilde in Love Too Wilde to Wed
Born to Be Wilde Say No to the Duke Praise for Eloisa James: 'Eloisa James is extraordinary' Lisa
Kleypas 'Smart heroines, sensual heroes, witty repartee and a penchant for delicious romance have
made James a fan favorite . . . readers will be hooked from beginning to end' RT Book Reviews
'Romance writing does not get much better than this' People 'Eloisa James writes with a captivating
blend of charm, style, and grace that never fails to leave the reader sighing and smiling and falling
in love' Julia Quinn 'Charming, romantic and unexpectedly funny' Kirkus
Love Me Jul 19 2021 From USA Today best-selling authors W Winters and Amelia Wilde comes a
sinful romance with a touch of dark and angst that will keep you gripping the edge of your seat ...
and begging for more. He was mine. My protector, my lover. My second start at life. The man who
promised me there was more than this. He gave me hope Until my world fell apart again. It was
bound to happen. It's all life has given me. Maybe he won't break his promises. Maybe my heart
won't shatter. All I want ... is for love to be enough. This is book 3 of the Love the Way You... series.
Kiss Me and Hold Me must be read first.
DE PROFUNDIS Apr 15 2021 Oscar Wilde wrote I don't defend my conduct, I explain it, when he
was imprisoned in Reading Gaol in 1895 for his violation of England's stringent laws against
homosexuality. Wilde's nototious liaison with the Marquess of Queensberry's son, Lord Alfred
Douglas (Bosie), had so inflamed the Marquess that he made public attacks on Wilde's character
and morals. In return, Wilde sued for slader, an action which, to Wilde's bitter astonishment, led to
a series of scandalous trials and convictions. From his cell in prison, Oscar Wilde wrote De
Profundis, the detailed and unsparing revelation of his love and tragedy.
The Secret Life of Oscar Wilde Aug 27 2019 ‘I have put my genius into my life but only my talent
into my work’. So said Oscar Wilde of his remarkable life – a life more complex, more erotic, more
troubled and more triumphant than any of his contemporaries ever knew or suspected. Neil
McKenna’s The Secret Life of Oscar Wilde charts fully for the first time Oscar’s astonishing erotic
odyssey through Victorian London’s sexual underworld. Oscar Wilde emerges as a man driven

personally and creatively by his powerful desires for sex with men, and Neil McKenna argues
compellingly and convincingly that Oscar’s Wilde’s life and work can only be fully understood and
appreciated in terms of his sexuality. The book draws of a vast range of sources, many of them
previously unpublished, and includes startling new material like the statements made to the police
by the male prostitutes and blackmailers ranged against Oscar Wilde at his trial which have been
lost for over a century. Dazzlingly written, The Secret Life of Oscar Wilde meticulously and
brilliantly reconstructs Oscar Wilde’s emotional and sexual life, painting an astonishingly frank and
vivid portrait of a troubled genius who chose to martyr himself for the cause of love between men.
The Ballad of Reading Gaol Apr 03 2020 "Like two doomed ships that pass in storm We had
crossed each other's way: But we made no sign, we said no word, We had no word to say." Oscar
Wilde was a married man with children, who had homosexual affairs. Since his sexual preference
was considered taboo, not to mention illegal, in the Victorian era, he was famously sentenced to
two years in prison for gross indecency. The Ballad of Reading Gaol tells the story of an execution
he witnessed while there of a man who killed his wife. It is powerful and haunting, and Wilde’s pain
seeps through with every word. Oscar Wilde (1854-1900) was an Irish playwright, novelist, essayist,
and poet, famous for ‘The Picture of Dorian Gray’ and ‘The Importance of Being Earnest’ to name a
couple. He was believed to be gay and met a lot of resistance in his life on that account. He died in
Paris at the age of 46.
To Love A Wilde Oct 22 2021 After winning the coveted Top Young Chef award, Yasmine Taylor is
finally going to realise her lifelong dream of opening her own restaurant. But first she's returning
home to help her aunt recover from surgery and to plan her own next move. Yasmine has never
forgotten her roots growing up on the Wyoming Wilde ranch, or Holt Wilde, her gorgeous teenage
crush. He's grown into a sinfully sexy bad boy who's left a trail of broken hearts scattered across
the West. Seeing Yasmine again is like a one-two punch to Holt's heart. Lassoing a steer is nothing
compared to the way the sensual city slicker is roping him in. The shy tomboy is now a stunning,
successful woman being pursued by powerful men. Can Holt convince her that his rowdy days are
over? Is Yas ready to be branded his woman—for now and always?
The Mystery of Love Mar 15 2021 Constance Wilde's marriage has ended. Oscar is in prison and
she has fled to Italy with their children to escape London gossip and public disapproval. Here she
reflects on her marriage to Oscar, the confusing difference between his private and public self, and
whether she always knew that their marriage was founded on a different kind of love. Despite her
family's warnings, her frustration with her impossible husband's spending and drinking, his affairs
and his prison sentence, Constance remains loyal and loving. Their story is told from Constance's
perspective, with Oscar's interjections presented as footnotes. In this witty and unsentimental
reimagining, Meehan gives a voice to a woman often forgotten and explores the pain and
frustration of living in the shadow of a complex man.
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